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SkillPath Seminars Tops "Ten Million Trained" Mark

Twenty-two years in the training business paid off in a big way for SkillPath Seminars when it recently welcomed its ten millionth business skills training customer.

SkillPath Seminars reached a major milestone in its 22-year history when it recently enrolled and trained its ten-millionth customer. SkillPath specializes in one- and two-day business skills training in communication and leadership, management skills, business writing techniques, women's career essentials and software training and presents seminars and workshops both across North America and internationally.

Mission, KS, August 1, 2011 — It's not every day that a midwest business that started in a one-room office with hand-me-down furniture is able to claim serving ten million customers, but that's a claim that today, SkillPath Seminars is proud to be able to make. Founded by business training experts Jerry Brown and Denise Dudley in 1989, the company was successful right from the start, as evidenced by its recognition in 1994 by Inc. Magazine as one of the top 50 fastest-growing privately held companies in America.

"Serving ten million customers—that's an almost unfathomable number when you put some thought into it," says Robb Garr, SkillPath CEO. "And we couldn't have done it without our secret ingredient: Hard-working, behind-the-scenes people who believe in what they do."

The company's ten millionth customer registered for Excelling as a Manager or Supervisor — just one of the more than 75 unique training topics the company offers in over 450 American cities alone. In addition to training all 500 of the Fortune 500 and a large portion of the Fortune 1000, SkillPath has a strong local presence, having trained more than 100,000 people at 20,000+ organizations in the Kansas City metropolitan area. SkillPath continues to specialize in a wide variety of business-to-business, public, government sector and company-specific training services for private clients plus offers a wide range of skills-based resources that complement its seminars.

Purchased by Graceland University in 1995, the Mission, KS-based training company's professional and personal development topic list includes: Leadership, management, communication, customer care, human resources, performance management, conflict management, business writing, finance and project management.

SkillPath’s CompuMaster technical division provides training on Microsoft Office and Project applications, Adobe software, Crystal Reports and more. SkillPath has a 350+ topic list available for its customized training buyers.
SkillPath operates from its own office park property in Mission, KS; a distribution center in North Kansas City, MO; and a call center in Chillicothe, MO.
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